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Abstract
This paper discusses how and why the fibrous surface contact is the “soft” contact. The aspects of
contact mechanics and the related special phenomenon of fibrous surface are introduced, and the contact
characteristics of the fibrous surface are described as well. By comparing the simulation result of
cantilevered elastic rod with experiment result, the single fiber nonlinear contact and hysteresis are studied.
The effective contact modulus and contact force curve of fibrous surface can be obtained by the contact
apparatus. Theory of soft contact mechanisms for fibrous surface is developed. The complex and flexible
contact are the key features that span different fibrous surface are demonstrated.
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Introduction
Contact mechanics study the deformation of
solids that touch each other at one or more
points. The original work in this field dates back
to the publication of the paper "On the contact of
elastic solids” by Heinrich Hertz in 1882[1]. The
traditional
physical
and
mathematical
formulations are built upon the mechanics of
materials and continuum mechanics. It means
that the deformation of one point is affected by
the deformation of neighbor points. But it is not
suitable for the fibrous surface system. Insects
have the ability of climbing surfaces, whether
wet or dry, smooth or rough [2-5]. By means of
dry and compliant micro/nano-scale structures at
their feet, insects manage to contact almost any
surface with a controlled contact area (see Fig.
1). This “self-adaptive” and “self-organization”
[2]
contact phenomenon of fibrous surface can not
be found in the metal contact system, even in the
rubber contact system. Gennes went on to
outline the two main features of soft matter:
complexity and flexibility, in his Nobel Prize
acceptance speech[3]. The characteristics of
“complexity”[4] and “flexibility” found in
contact mechanics of fibrous surface will be
demonstrated.

Figure 1. Microstructure of fibrous surface
The great innovation made by nature in the
context of biological adhesive systems is the
discovery that arrays of curved fibers may be
elastically extremely soft[5], and hence can
deform and make contact everywhere at the
interface even when the substrate is very
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rough[6](see Fig. 2). The liquidlike surface of
fibrous materials gives them “soft” features.
Persson[7] compared the elastic modulus of a
solid slab with the effective elastic modulus of a
fibrous material made from the same material.
The replacement of the solid block with an array
of fibers, reduce the effective elastic modulus
dramatically. It is the fundamental mechanism of
soft contact in many biological objects with
fibrous surface.

the modulus k is the solution to:
(2)
The modulus k is determined numerically
over the domain sin (π/4-φ/2) to sin (3π/4-φ/2)
by solving Eq. (2) with a nonlinear equation
solver in Matlab 7. Substituting the solution for
k into Eq. (1) yields a relationship between the
applied load F and the resulting tip displacement
δ (see Fig. 3).

Figure 2. Different contact system.
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If the protruding fiber of fibrous surface is
naturally perpendicular to the substrate, then δ is
only significant after critical buckling load is
exceeded[8].For this special case, the protruding
fiber is represented by a column buckling
model[9]. Microscopic images of the fibrous
surface, however, show that fibers are naturally
deflected from the perpendicular axis[10]. Let the
angle φ denote the natural slope of the seta with
respect to the surface of the supporting substrate.
When φ are less than 90°, a more general theory
is used to study fiber deformation. The elastic
model predicts the shape of a cantilevered elastic
rod subjected to a load at the tip with a specified
angle[11]. The model is a second order boundary
value problem, which for the present case has a
concise solution for tip deflection δ as function
of contact force F:

(1)
Where F(*,*)and E(*,*)are the elliptic
integral of the first and second kind, respectively,
α =(F/EI)1/2 ，θ =arcsine(sin(π/4-φ/2)/k)，and

Figure 3. Simulation of nonlinear contact.
To testify the validity of model, we built the
contact apparatus for fibrous surfaceⅢ[12](CAFS
Ⅲ ) for single fiber nonlinear softness and
hysteresis contact(see Fig.4) . The single
protruding fiber was mounted on the stubs with
variable angle function and evaluated with a
custom 3-axis mechanical tester.

Figure 4. Contact apparatus for fibrous
surfaceⅢ
From the force-displacement relationship of
the experiment and the simulation, as φ increases,
the fiber contact behavior transitions from lateral
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bending to buckling. But the contact force keep
stability after critical buckling force in the
experiment curve (see Fig.5). This phenomenon
is mainly due to the elastic-plastic properties of
complex fibers during the buckling process[13].

Figure 7. The line contact of the wool fiber
The soft contact of single wool fiber was
used to demontrate the spacial frictional
buckling in fibrous surface (see Fig.7). The line
contact surface at the top end of fiber was
main feature of this type buckling. With the
effective buckling length decreasing, the contact
force increase again at second buckling stage.
The nano-scale[14] roughness of fiber surface
determine the turning point of contact force
along the force-dispplement curve.

Figure 5. Contact experiment of single fiber
The hysteresis of soft fibers in contact and
non-contact cycle was also observed in the
experiments. As φ increases, the hysteresis
behavior was significant because partial large
deformation along the buckling fiber (see Fig.6).

Figure 8. Force analysis of frictional
buckling.

Figure 6.Hysteresis of single fiber contact
When the fiber contact with the rough
substrate, such as skin, the top end of fiber was
hold by the micro-hole in the substrate. But the
small hole can not restrict the fiber end as
contacting deeply.

As the buckling strain energy increasing, the
top of the fiber keep sliding on the rough
substrate (see Fig.8). When the fiber past over
the perpendicular axis (see Fig.9). The contact
state was conversed from the frictional buckling
to the lateral bending. This self-adaptive
mechanism of fibrous soft matter by relatively
independent larger morphology change was only
discovered in the fibrous surface, even not in
rubber materials[15].
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space and gap between two contact surface

Figure 9. Contact state transition

Effective Contact Modulus of Fibrous Surface
The contact apparatus for fibrous surface
Ⅳ(CAFSⅣ) was built to test effective contact
modulus of fibrous surface by our group(see
Fig.10). The contact probe was 0.5mm diameter
hard column sensor to perform the force
measurement of micro-area contact.

Figure 10. The contact apparatus for
fibrous surfaceⅣ
The wool fabric was mounted on the
apparatus, and then the probe began to carry on
matrix contact force scanning. According to the
contact force/displacement curve of every point,
the effective contact modulus map of fibrous
surface were obtained by calculation[16].The
curve of wool fabric surface show the special
“wrinkles” feature like the crimp wool fiber(see
Fig.11). The “self-adaptive” and “flexibility”
characteristics of fibrous surface were proved
once again. The fibrous surface can furthest
decrease contact deformation energy by using

Figure 11. The effective contact of wool
fabric surface.
Fibrous Surface Interaction Theory
In Hertz theory, all the "asperities" are
equally high and have identical radius of
curvature[17]. The area of real contact Ar
between a solid with a flat surface and the
surface depends non-linearly on the contact
force F according to Ar ~F2/3. If the asperities
have instead random height distribution as in
Greenwood-Williamson theory, for small F,Ar is
nearly proportional to the contact force(see
Fig.12). If the surface roughness is random with
"asperities" of different heights and curvature
radii as in Persson theory[18], the area of real
contact for small F is exactly proportional to the
contact force.

Figure 12.

The traditional contact theory.

To complex fibrous contact system, the
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classical contact theory for continuum
mechanics was not generally suitable. The new
theoretical framework and research method must
be built especially for soft contact about fibrous
surface. Use the micromechanics method to
discuss this complex system (see Fig.13).The
morphology of protruding fiber on the fabric is
multiplicity. It can be divided into four types: (1)
Point contact, axial compression, buckling,
multimode buckling, second buckling; (2)Line
contact, frictional buckling, lateral bending,
transverse compression; (3) Surface contact,
fiber bundle compression; (4) others, initial
curve, bending, axial tension.

point contact area total of warp yarn or weft
yarn.
Conclusions
The fibrous surface science has attracted
more and more interest and attention from the
different scientific disciplines. From the lotus
leaf to gecko foot [19], the biomaterial surface has
shown the soft and smart features to us. From
the discussion above, we have verified the
“complexity” and “flexibility” characteristics in
fibrous surface contact system. Just as the
fibrous material is a branch of soft matter[20], the
fibrous surface contact is the soft contact.
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